Task sample courtesy of my lovely student A;) You know who you are. Thank you.
Story 1
A nice police officer wanted to go on a sunny holiday for a weekend. He decided to travel to
a beautiful place such as hot Florida in the big United States. He planned to relax in a
peaceful violet unicorn farm in north Florida. On this quiet farm he worked daily removing
green, stinging weeds. The man was also painting a yellow fence with purple flowers.
Unfortunately, he stained his blue jeans with sticky orange paint. The policeman asked the
blue cow to laugh as he didn’t know what to do next and, to his surprise, the cow answered
him. That is how he made a new friend.
Story 2
In a small, charming place lived a very handsome 19-year-old boy. He went to school, to a
popular college inside a secret park. He studied a very unpopular subject: electronics. He
wanted to become a local, always happy electrician. Furthermore, he was applying for a new
job because he wanted to buy a small new red car. When he was on his way to the interview,
a dangerous silver snake with gold hearts bit him.
Story 3
A teacher went to an old shopping center to buy a couple of things. The shopping center was
all covered in flowers, especially roses. At first blonde Miss Scarlet went to a very expensive
ugly shoe shop to buy the most beautiful shoes in the world. She found the perfect ones that
cost €3000. With a heavy heart, this very kind teacher finally decided to buy these white
dotted high-heeled shoes. When Miss Scarlet went to the grocery shop she realized that she
had lost her wallet. She was very scared. She searched the entire shopping center but found
no wallet. Suddenly, a mysterious old man with a tiger called her and handed her the wallet.
Story 4
A beautiful fluffy cat was moving house. The cat went to a nice old carpenter to borrow a
hundred-year-old book about tables. He wanted to make a table on his own. Later, an
amazing fluffy cat went to a bar to read an inspiring book about tables. Unfortunately, the
incredible fluffy cat lost an earring under the red table next to the pink windows.

The End
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